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PURITAN AND APACHE: A. DIARY

Edited by

FRANK

D. REEVE

(concluded)
Our gallant and imaginative Colonel, was this morning
highly excited, upon observing on a distant hill some moving
objects which he insisted were Indians. It was indeed a
cheering sound and for a few moments, raised our monotonous thoughts, to to a fearfully dizzy height, at least until the
more rational, and keener sighted of our party, could pro. nounce our Indian friends to be a few straggling antelope.
So our thoughts were compelled again to return to the calmness of the still waters; and our imaginations to fancy foes,
Lin the ten thousand palmetto stalks, waving far and near.
We marched to-day about 14 miles in the direction of the
Burroe [Burro] Mountains, and camped for the night in a
· beautiful cannon, enclosed by two spurs from themWe approached this lovely spot by a narrow winding pass,
and near the entrance .of it found several Indian lodges, with
the very recent remains of one wigwam. They had not been
deserted more than a week, at the very longest time, and
their very sight, together with the thought that we were now
approaching the homes of our dusky foe, was, (to me,) quite
novel, and not unpleasantly exciting. Steen and myself
pitched our beds in a thick shaded copse enclosed on all sides
by fragrant thorny bushes, all in blossom and more resembling a planted garden of flowers than a wild uncultivated
region which had never before seen the hated 'pale face'.
Our camp was called by the guides "The Senegal" [Cienega,
a marsh] which translated is Lake. It was one of the most
delightful spots, that I had seen in New Mexico.
May the 12th 1857
Opened upon us with the agreeable information that we were
to .lay in camp, news that could by no means be unpleasant,
to one naturally as indolent, and particularly, as sleepy as
I happened to be on the day in question :-and immediately
12
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upon the receipt of it I determined to return to the habitation of Mr. Morphia [morphine] himself, (not Morpheus)
where I sojourned until 8.1;2 A.M. when like Peter 30 I arose,
but unlike him, did eat of some manner of four footed beast,
and I think that I was not quite so much troubled with it as
he was- Passed the day in lolling about, strolling around
, the vicinity of our camp, sleeping, reading, etc. not forgeting
to jot down a few lines, in this self same journal of mineReccollect nothing worthy of note, unless indeed the getting.
very drunk, of Lieut. E9.son, by which he created a great deal
of disturbance, can be called so.
May 15th-31
Marched at 7 A.M. in the direction of the highest point of the
Burroe Mountains, which our column had been ordered by
·Col. Bonneville to scout; Lieut Jackson was detailed yesterday to start at 7 A.M. this morning, with his detachment,
and that of Lieut. Cooke, numbering together about 80 men.
They were to march to the west of these mountains, passing
as near the summits as possible, while the remaining portion
of the column passed to the Eastward of them.- We, also~
by our assumed direction, were ~adually approaching the
highest points of the Mountains, passing in our course. over
a continuous succession of wave like summits or ridges, ·
which seemed from their formation, to have been rolled,
while in a liquid state, like the waves of the ocean, high, one
above the other, by some. mighty power, constantly increasing, until the energy of the colossal force had exhausted
itself with a last' gigantic effort, and they had remained from
that hour; congealed and transfixed forever in their dizzy
heights, eternal monuments of the vast creative will of jehovah! But are these more than mere curls of vapour, which
rose from the great cauldron of creation, when its mighty
elements were seperated? For the planets and stars are but
the lamps, which have flown from the potters wheel, of the
Great Worker:- the shred coils which in the working
30. And I heard a voice saying unto me, Arise, Peter; slay and eat. Acts 11 :7.
31. At this point Lazelle has probably misarranged his Journal. The reader is
invited to skip to page 17, under date of May 13, and then read in order the entries
under May 14 and 15.
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sprang from His mighty lathe ;-the sparks which darted from His aweful anvil, when the Solar System lay incandes.cent thereon! But Even this, shows the greatness of His
work, and have been rolled into forms of Symetry and o~der,
as well as all other bodies which we can discover in the Universe, which have been called into existence as multitudes of
worlds;- or into masses of light and splendour, by the vast
whirl which the original creative energy imparted to the
luminous element of which they were formed.
These rolling mountainous ridges, contain embosemed
between them, the most lovely valleys, through the middle
of whi~h, in almost all cases, may be found a limpid ·stream _
of the purest water, which dashes and sports along, and
seems to invite one, in its childish playfullness, to come and
pass an hour with it, in harmless gambols, undisturbed ·by
follies of a corrupt world
These valleys are filled with the most luxuriant growth .
of pines, live oaks, ceders, and an undergrowth of- very
beautiful wild- rose bushes, which have put forth their hands
and try to detain the passerby at every step; and tempting
him with the delicious fragrance of their nectar cups, and
mingling their delightful odors with those of the thousand
and one varieties of flowers, which _fill the cool air with their
welcome perfume ; - seem to beg one to consider if this is
not one of the most fitting spots for reflection, and calm
communion with Nature, in all her loveliest limitsBut I imagine that my reason, has vacated my brain_
to iny fancy, and that, perhaps I have been writing, not as I
now think, but as I felt, when I passed over this spot to-day
-such wild and pleasant retr~ats are they.
The mountain tops and sides are covered with timber,
and we marched through, around, over, and amongst it
until after about ten miles of wandering we camped in a
very pretty spot. I was "Officer of the Day" to-day, and in
visiting the various pickets of sentinels at night, as it was
quite dark, I got lost and straying far away from camp spent
nearly half the sleeping hours of the night in finding my
way back. The pickets had, by the direction of the Commanding Officer, been placed nearly half a mile distant from
.

I
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the body of the encampment, to prevent· to[o] near an ap,
· proach of Indians, who niight attempt to steal our animals,
and it was in passing around the camp to visit them, that
I mistook my course and passed' these few hours in strolling
speculations--:so pleasantly.
· May the 14th
Started at 7 A M-Day like yesterdy-cool and pleasant.
Our course was still North West in the' direction of a pass
in the mountains called the "Cannon of Magnas Colorado," 32
this being the name of one of the principle and most notorious
.chiefs of the whole Apache nation.
These mo,untains are favourite resorts of of Indians be-·
ing filled with remains of their habitations, and every where
betraying evidences of their recent prese:p.ce ;-but this
cannon is particularly, one of their most frequented haunts~
After traveling several hours· through· a country, in
appearance very like that of yesterday, we came upon the
t,rail left by :the wagons in their .route· to the "Gila ~iver
. Depot." 33 We had pursued this but' a short distance' when
we came in sight of some .of them returning to F"ort Thorn
for more provisions for our Indian depot. ?'hey proved to be
those of Mr. McGoffin and presently I saw "Sam," Monsie[u]r
Capalards, and "Valdez," 34 "who are well known to those
who know them."' By the time we had come up with them
.their wagons were encamped in a nice shady place, and it
was so plea~ant that the Doctor a:rid myself determined to
'32. The Mimbrefio chief was "called Mangas Colorado (Red·Sleeves), from a fash·
ion he had adopted of wearing his arm.S painted with the .blood of his victims." Mrs.
F. E. Victor, "On the Mexican Border," Overland Monthly, VI, 464 (May, 1871). See
also John C. Cremony, "Some Savages," Ibid., XIII, 202 (March, 1872); Cozzens, The
Marvellous Country, p. 118f.
·
33. This was the main supply base for the. expedition. It was located on the east
·
bank of the Gila river about fifteen miles fro;, the· Mogollon mountains, in a valley
about forty miles 'long and twenty-five miles wide. The Mogollon mountains were to
the .north, the San Vicente to the east, the Burro and Almoque to the so~th, and the
.Patos and San Francisco to the west. Bonneville to James Collins, Santa Fe, September
22, 1857. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Annual Report, November 30, 1857. 35 cong.,
1 se~s., sen. ex. doc. 11, p, 583 ( 919).
34. "Gabriel Valdez, brother James' brother-in-law arrived this morning with
brothers J's, & W's wagons." Down the Santa Fe Trail and Into M~>iico: The Diary
of Susan Shelby Magoffin 1846·1847. Edited by Stella M. Drumm, p. 146 (Yale Uni·
versity Press, 1926).
I am unabl~ 'to identify the Capalards.

/
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remain with them an hour or so, letting the troops pass on
without us- We were very hospitably entertained by them,
the Doctor representing the drinking portion of the "Staff,"
while I confined myself to the eating and smoking part of
the entertainment. Now as "Pills" had to drink with three,
and against them, the result was that the moment for starting, found him "excessively tight," and very garrulous. And
the finale was, that as we had remained so long that we were
unable even by the most rapid riding to overtake the column.
-At least so we thought, never dreaming in our hurry and
anxiety, that the command had left the wagon trail, for
one leading in another direction, far behind us- Nor was
it until alarm took the place of other feelings, that we were
led to examine our position, and the wagon trail which we
had been so long following. On doing this we discovered
that all of the tracks "headed" in the op.posite direction
from that in which we were traveling, and we then found
to our dismay, that we had lost "The trail"It was agreeable to think that we were seperated from
the column,-totally ignorant of the country, and at. the
least ten or twelve miles from any but Indians in the heart
of their country. We immediately rode back until we came
to a poin~ of the road where the tracks were so confused
and indistinct that it was impossible for us to tell which
way was .the right one.
The doctor swore that he would go no farther :-that
this must have been the road taken by the troops; that it led
somewhere etc etc-I persuaded him to wait for me to go
back alone a mile or so to. examine farther. After riding
some distance, and making a very careful inspecti~n of the
path, I came upon a trail which I was COJ?.Vinced had been
very recently made. This was followed for a long distance,
but as 'it led away over the mountains, to the South of QUr
proper direction, I was compelled to give it up as one belonging to our red brothers, and finaly returned and reported
my ill luck. We now went to work in deep earnest to, find
ourselves, each taking a side of the route to look for side
trails, and after traveling several miles, we discerned faint
marks of horse shoes on the hard flinty soil, which upon
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tracing them a while opened or rather led to softer· ground
where were unmistakable signs of our column having passed
over it. We-followed it rapidly and towards night came in
sight of our camp, where we finaly arrived without further
accident, except that we were very tired, a little discouraged,
and somewhat hungry and unhappy. Late to night there arrived an express from Lieut. Jackson,
describing his position and requesting further orders. He
was directed to mar:ch on "St Lucia Springs" 35 and join us
there the next day. It was quite cold at night freezing water
to the depth of one half of an inchWe saw to night many signal fires on the mountains, of
the Indians, warning each other of our position and approach, and it was curious to observe the ingenious methods
which they have of exchanging signals, by varying the
intensity, colour, and position of the light- Our column
had traveled to day about twenty five milesMay-13th
Found us at an early hour pursuing our winding way in
the direction of the "St Lucia Springs." We were joined
at about 11 A. M. by Lieuts Jackson and Cooke who reported
that they had seen no Indians, but many very recent signs.
This was as we expected and of course illustrated virtualy
the proverb, "Blessed are they who expect nothing, . for
they shall not be disappo'inted." 36 (Of course, no one, I hope,
will charge me with levity or want of proper respect, for
the greatest of books, for I mean nothing-)
We saw nothing during our march to day of more than usual
, . interest with the exception of the burning mountains and
hills, which were on fire on every side of us. Upon arriving
·at the springs, we found the grass completely burned off for
'miles around us, and the hills and prarie in our vicinity still
smoking. Not a living thing was in sight, either animal, or
vegetable, with the exception of a few wolves and ravens,

'

35. Santa Lucia Springs was the site of a. propOsed Apache reservation as pro·
rooted by Michael Steck. Frank D. Reeve, "l''ederal Indian Policy in New Mexico 18581880," NMHR, XIII, 282 (April, 1938).
36. "Blessed is he whO expects nothing, for he -shall never be disappoint~d." Alex..
ander Pope's letter to Gay, October 6, 1727. Pope calls-this the eighth beatitude. Roscoe's
edition of Pope, X, 184, taken from John Bartlett, Familiar Quotations.

'
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which had been disturbed in their feast from a carcass which
.Jay near the water. The former sat upon a hill, barking and
howling at us, but a very short distance off, while the latter
sluggishly flapped their wings and slowly flew away as
though gorged with their disgusting feast. Every where to
the extent of vision was a scene of the bleakest desolation, as
though the world had been burned and we had been doorried
to view its barrenness- It ,was of course soon decided not
to ericamp here, and we resumed our march toward the Gila.
After a few miles a sudden bend of the trail, brought us to
a cannon, whose high and rocky sides had prevented the
fire from reaching its valley, containing plenty of water and
a grassy, sheltered position for our animals, 3:nd it was
resolved to remain here~
About "twilight" I as~ended a high hill, to get a· better
view of the burning .mountains, and prarie, the fire of which
was rapidly extending its destruction toward the river, and
the' "Depot." It had unquestionably been lighted by the
Indians, and seemed a part of their admirable tactics.
As soon as it became dark, I had spread before me one '
of the grandest sights of the Earth :___!_for. a space of at
least one hundred miles in diameter,. and whose limit was
burning mountains, was one gorgeous. arena of leaping
flames. · And as the wind ·occasionally caught them and
distortingly threw. them into a thousand fanciful shapes,
sportingly lifting the sparks and sheets of flame high in
the air, it lighted up, most brilliantly, but with a heated and
lurid glare, for miles around the sky· and blackened earth.
Sometimes subsideihg-with the wind-its vehemnance, it
would die away graduaiy, and become fainter and fainterdull and. smoky and then evenly arrange itself in long lines,
would gravely assume the character of the illuminated
streets of a great city, and in the picture-or pantomime
of Nature-you almost heard the busy hum, never ceasingthe mocking, monotonous indistinct sounds of its selfish,
eager, moving thousands- Then rapidly flushing and running like lightning over vast portions of the almost naked
prarie, it would greedily, swallow up its robe of grass, which
would itself become violen( and furious- Or dancing up
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the sides of mountains of thousands of feet .in height, and
plunging down its ravines, it would scatter to far off regions
the light growth of verdure which they had so many years
been accumulating.
As I looked absorbed, upon this wild, and almost 'unearthly spectacle, I could :Qardly, but fancy myself a ~ero,
gazing upon the vast conflagration of the mighty empires
wonderful capital, myself a part of its wide destruction.
In the moans of the wind, I. imagined that I could hear~
' the dying groans of its thousands of victims, and the shrieks
of the frantic in the fierce cra~kling of the burning spacer. remained, I hardly know how long enraptured and
overwhelmed by the grand spectacle, but it was not until
' a .late hour that I retired to ;ml1se and speculateMay 16th
While taking breakfast this--morning, we heard .in a tree "
near us, a bird singing so much like a canary, that for· a
moment, I was quite surprised and startled- We <;-otnmenced in immediate and careful search for our tiny fair
visitor, Steen remarking that one of Mrs. Brice's birds had
certainly escaped, and I thought so too, if it were possible.
It proved to be a small "red bird" Which soon became fright' ened, leaving us to our thoughts and wishes f9r musicStarted early, in the direction of the "Gila· river Depot,"
!:;topping but once during our march, and then for the p~r
pose of extinguishing a fire, which was rapidly coursing its
way toward the river, and down the cannon. which we were
\ traveling.
Col. Miles and myself, with a portion of the advanced
guard, pushed on rapidly, and. soon arrived in sight of the
Depot encampment. I must confess, that I was exceedingly
disappointed, when I compared the pi.cture which fancy ha~
sketched in my imagination, with the one actU:aly before
·· me, of the river Gila, its depot and the surrounding scenery
- The river is a small, rapid stream, of clear cold water:
from the appearance of its banks and their vicinity, it is
subject to sudden and very rapid rises, overflowing its whole
valley in places: The water, rushing down from its confine-

'-

..>'
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ment in the mountain heights, on the approach of warm
weather, sweeps every thing before it. The force so suddenly
acquired soon leaves it however, depositing in the valley
and on the river's bank, a vast amount of detritus of both
vegetable and mineral composition, but more particularly
the former, and to such an extent as to have formed a soil of
alluvium, of great depth, very rich and arable. It rises in
the Mogillon [Mogollon] mountains from springs, which are
distant, in a direct line about thirty miles: its course is
however, very tortuous,. flowing South, then North East, I
around the wide prarie bluff of about twenty miles in
diameter, upon which the Depot is situated,-then South
and South East to its mouth. It is at this place, about twenty
·feet wide, and from two to five in depth. It[s] bottom is
gravelly, composed principally of (
) gramuck, clayslate, pyroxene, and quartz pebbles. But the quantity of
silicious sands is not sufficient to promise a very rich harvest
to the gold hunter: nor to warrant the circulation of rumours, as have been reported abroad of their richness.
' Sandstone is met with in great abundance always containing
an unusual proportion of iron. Sulpheret of copper is also
frequently met with, and this, together with the mica slp,te,
which is here of a peculiar yellow tinge, as they lie in the
clear water, or are otlJ.erwise exposed to light, under equally
favourable circumstances, in disintegrated particles, sparkle
brilliantly, and have undoubtedly led many ignorant persons,
to suppose what they saw, to be gold :-but the simple application of a knife blade soon decides the question.
All of these sands are the result of its washings, as the
rocks in this section of the country are igneous and conglomerate in their origin, or primitive in their structure. The
valley of the river is very narrow and has but a scant growth
of trees, principally of a rank spongy nature, as the cottonwood: but it is filled, to such a degree as to form almost a~
· impenetrable thicket, with most a luxuriant growth of
weeds, and shrubery, and fern like plants of such magnitude
indeed as to forcibly remind one of the carboniferous formation, and its era- The whole vast range of country, which
we have passed over, up to this point is, out of the river
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bottoms, and their immediate basins, identical in character
with that here, which borders the Gila valley. Indeed the
whole of New Mexico, so far as I can judge from personal
observation is one vast spread of barran waste, and desolation. Not in the Almighty's hand, but that of Man. With
its wide, and wonderfully extended table lands, reaching,
beyond the limits of vision, even from the most elevated
points, bare and totally destitute of vegetation, in any form,
with the solitary exception of its hundred varieties of cactus,
and its monotonous apd wearying stretch of "mesquite
roots" and creasoat [creosote] plants; with its distorted
and frequent ranges of mountains, broken up into rugged
rocky, detached peaks,' ridges, and "aroyas" [arroyos]; and
itshard stoney, rock or sand soil, destitute of alluvial formations except in its river's narrow valleys; all indicate, but
too plainly, that it has not yet undergone sufficient geological
changes to render it a fit dwelling place, for the requirements of the civilized and enlightened portion of mankind,
whose wants are as numerous as the sands of its deserts.
Every, and each, geological, minerological, and vegetable
production, which it at present contains, with but few exceptions, mark it, as but suitable for the savage's range, o_r
the fitting place of residence for the dirty, wretched blanketed thieves, ~that conglomeration of the vilest collection,
of the most miserable, portion of all the lowest, most. de.graded, and ignorant races of mankind, .who have here had
the hardihood to assume the name of one of the nations of
the earth, and call themselves a people-Mexicans.
And I am by no means alone in my views of. its habitability, or suitableness for it. The same opinion has been
advanced by one whose antecedants in the scientific world,
i'f not his present position, (Professor Heindrick) 37 would
be sufficient proof of the correctness of the opinion.
The plan of Secretary Walker, 38 with regard to this
37. My colleague, P.rofessor Lincoln La Paz, .suggests that this person may have
been Oswald J. Heinrich (1827-1886), a geologist who wrote on coal and salt mines in
·Virginia and Canada.
38. Maybe the Robert J. Walker who was Secretary of the Treasury in Polk's cabi~et. He was .an ardent expansionist, w8.nting a Iarg~r slice of Mexico after the War,
and visualizing -great economic possibilities in the area. However, Lazelle's comment
h not clear and I do not have Walker's actual plan at hand to check the matter further.

"
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country, was looked upon as extremely extravagant, if not
chimerical, but those who so hastily opposed the suggestion, ·
or proposition advanced by him, might be disposed to be
more guarded in their opposition, were they eye witnesses of
its worthlessness as a countryThe "Depot" is as before mentioned, situated upon a very
level. pla~eau of the broad prarie bluff; is contiguous to
water, wood, etc with excellent grazing in its immediate
vicinity, which the Indians have not as yet succeeded in
touching by their extensive incendiary acts, oweing to the
great vigilance of the officers of the camp who hav~ several
times been compelled to go out in large parties to extinguish
the burning grass.
The encampment is well arranged, and contains the usual
large and commodious storehouses. the hospital, workshops
and quarte,rs for troops which are generaly established. We
encamped within one and a half miles of it, and in the afternoon were visited by m·ost of its officers, and beyond this
I do not now particularly remember any startling events:
so that I may not make a fool of myself by saying too much,
'(which would be much worse than had I not written at all,)
~ will open upon
May the 17th
"Struck our tents" at 8 A. M~ to cross the river, to another
spot, better situated, and possessing more advantages, and
conveniances. I was directed to lay out and name the camp,
which was done, and posterity will doubtless be grateful to
me for its name-so original-"Union"- Visited the post
this morning, and saw Colonel Bonneville, Maj Simonson
and the other .officers stationed thereReceived from there a package from home which I had
before leaving Fort Bliss given particular directions should
be kept until I returned, as it was for "Somebodie" thereSome poor unfortunate however, deeming that he, or they,
would do me a favour by forwarding it, received instead of
thanks, anything but that, for their trouble,. and kindness:certainly the basest ingratitude on my part. "Twas ever
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thus.from childhood's earliest hour," 39::_And the pleasure
of being happily disappointed, I have but very few tim'es
experianced.
.
·
But I believe that what Carlysle [Carlyle] says is ter-.
ribly true, that, "The eye sees, always what it brings with
it to see" "0 That I am fitfully moody I know, or in other
words rosy with hope, then green with melancholy, and
prone to. attribute disappointment to ill luck rather than
natural causes.
This morning, Lieut. Whipple, and Lieut. Steen, received instructions to be prepared to start at Sunset, on
detached service, to be followed by Capt. Clairborne with
fifty mounted men to-morrow morning. Their instructions
state that they are to march to a certain cannon in the
mountains, which is about twenty miles distant,. and carefully guard it until joined by Capt. Clairborne in the morning, when, both commands, under the orders of Capt. Clairborne, are to explore the cannon in search of a supposed
Indian encampment, containing it is thought about forty Indians, parties from which (it is thought,) have committed
nightly depredations upon the property at the Depot
encampment.
Col. Bonneville has been informed by his guides that
a severe battle will, most probably, he the inevitable result
of sending this party out :-that the guides have seen the
encampment ;-that large numbers of Indians are constantly
there etc. etc. All of which but few believe, the general
character of our guides being too well known to warrant
·much faith in their statements. ·
However on ·the strength even of the supposition of
39.

"Oh! ever thus, from childhood's hour,
I've seen my fondest hopes decay."
_
Thomas Moore, The Fire-Worshippers, I, line 279.
" 'Twas ever thus from childhood's hour!
My fondest hopes would not decay :
I never loved a tree or flower
Which was the first to fade away!"
Charles Stuart Calverly, Disaster.
Both quotations are from The Oxford Dictionary of Quotations (Oxford, 1941).
40. • I do not have the reference direct to Carlyle, but the Oxford Dictionary of
English Proverbs gives the following: "The eye sees in all things that which it brought
with it the power to see,'' 1906 GWE Russell Soc., Silh. xivi.
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its truth, and under the influence of its excitement, I· got
everything in readiness, and volunteered my services to Col.
Miles, requesting him to allow me to accompany the party
detailed for the service. In this I was very curtly (I thought) ·
refused, and it was given as a reason that I could not be
spared ! I almost determined to see him· in a very far off
place, of quite high temperature, before I would offer myself
again, unsolicited, or ordered: out of my proper line of duties·
as Adjutant of the column, either to write a line, or make
a map. They have now gone, and I have only to regret,
that I have not a little, foreknowledge of events- But its
quite late, and perhaps that I have complained enough for
one day, so I will wait until tomorrow·
· May the 18th
It is just four weeks this morning, since I left Fort Bliss,
with some of its associations, and scenes, never to be forgotten, and as clear to me as life itself.
I have neither seen an Indian, nor heard of one having
been seen, by any one, else, since starting: with the exception of one whom our valiant commander,-Col Bonnevillethinks that he saw, from the window of his ambulance,
while he was coming out here from Fort Thorn.-However
as this old gentleman is known to be very crafty, and wanting in what the Mexicans style "bravo," it is suspected
that the chieftain said this as an alarm, to place others on
their guard against similar surprisesCapt. Clairborne left us at an early hour this morning, for
the mountains. And I, left my bed soon after, for a cooler
, place: for one is compelled to be an early riser, here, the
sun is so very hot in the morningCol Loring's advanced guard of the "Northern Column"
consisting of a company of Spies and guides, composed of
rangers, woodsmen, and Navajo Indians, 41 arrived last
night, and report that Col. Loring's Column is one days
march from the Depot, having marched across the country
41. The Navaho Indians in the northern column were recruited from a band of
peaceful Navahos who had long lived near Mt. Taylor, west of Albuquerque. They
were sometimes referred to as the Christian Indians, and as Sandoval's •band. The
Navaho chiefs farther west refused· to campaign against the Apache.
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from Santa Fe and the posts in its vicinity, where the troops
were collected, in about twenty days.
His. column has shared the same fate as our own, having
seen no Indians, and with the exception of the severe sickness of Lieut Tracy; 42 have met with nothing unpleasantOur friend Col. Bonneville is, greatly disgusted, and
labouring under considerable excitement :-says that he
does not care a damn, whether the Indians burn down the
Depot or not! And I am sorry to say, that he is far from
being alone' in his opinions, so long as he has command. I
think that possibly ·he might be able to borrow a little of
the feeling, which he is so free in expressing; so universal
is the dislike for him.
None of us expect to see Indians unless they :wish to be
seen. And all are of the opinion, (with few exceptions) that
they have abandoned this section of the country, for mountains far to the west, and South of us ; and that some tribes
have gone over the boundary to seek a shelter in Mexico.
Except, of course, a few lightfooted, thieving bucks,
who still roam about the mountains in parties of two or
three. Col. Miles freely declares, that he expects soon to be
ordered to take, as he says-'the back track,' home, and his
wishes, are evidently, no less intense, that [than?] his opinion
I must freely admit, that for one, I should be glad to see
him gone, as he has proved himself an incubas, instead of
an aid, and recreant to the first duti~s of an officer. It is
not my desire, to march over a hot dusty country for grandeur, even if I occupy a favourable position, while so doing:
-as I might do, if he continues in commandBut to what point we proceed, or whither our direction,
"Quien Sabe" [who knows]-for the present, we remain in
camp.• Not that, how long we are gone,. is a matter of the·
utmost indifferance to me; but it is the feeling· which all
have, so dissatisfied are we with, the want of energy, care,
and activity, in executing, and. the utt~r deficiency in preparing, and planning, a campaign of so much importance.42. There is no Tracy listed in Heitman who can be described without doubt as
this. officer.
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As is shown in the most glareing colors and with increasing distinctness daily.However, notwithstandi;ng this, we are in fine spirits and
always ready, at the service of 'good Mr. Indian.'
May 19th
At an early hour this morning I visited "Fort Floyd" as "Old
Bonne's," (Col. Bonneville's) stronghold is designated, for
the purpose of submitting, the 'report' of our Column's operations, during the last twenty days; and also for the purpose
of obtaining provisions for it: for I am now the acting
Commissary and Quartermaster, during the absence of Lieut
Steen the one appointed first.
I saw at the depot for the first time in my life,-where
they were not on exhibition,-a rea~, live, wild Indian ;-a
"Navajoe." I walked about him, examined, and inspected
him, with as much curiosity as· a country boy would an elephant, 'which he has onl~ ·"hearn tell of," but never before
seenHe was one of a party of fifty friendly "Navajoes," who
are under the control of Lieut. Bonneau 43 and attached to
the command, or Column of Col. Loring. I long_ to see them
all together.
·
Passed a portion of the day, in copying and arranging
"reports" of various kinds ; and among them, a compliment-.
ary one, of Col. Mile's, in which, "every body" is distinguished for doing nothingRead and slept, the remainder of the day, arid now
propose to do the latter again.
May the 20th
Visited the camp at the Depot this morning with the re·
port of Col. Miles, which was by me submitted in due form
to that great captain, Bonneville, whose name this great
Expedition, will by its deeds, undoubtedly hand down to an
admiring and grateful posterity. I met at the quarters of
this distinguished warrior, Col. Loring and his staff. Found
43. Richard Vanderhorst Bonneau, born in South Carolina, graduate of the United
States Military Academy; Bvt. 2nd Lt., 3rd Infantry, July ·1, 1852. 2nd Lt., March 3,
1855. He held the rank of Major in the Confederate Army and died January 28, 1899.
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them pleasant and agreeable gentlemen. The morning was
passed, by -me principally, in listening to the egotistical
·monopoly of conversation, by Bonneville, and refusing to
. accept· of his repeated and pressing invitations, to drink;
. and ·I afterwards felt infinately more grateful: to Heaven
for having granted me the courage to refuse, than I could
have had for spending a life time with princes- (Thank
God for N
's influence!) 44 "May the Lord preserve
our memories green" ! ! shall always be my prayer. '
I had this morning an opportunity of observing, and
exa~ining the parties of. "Navajoe'' and "Pueblo,'' Indians,
·who together with the company of "Guides and Spies," are
·with the Column of Col. Loring.
, The latter, are the most desperately degraded, and
_rough looking, abandoned set of men, that I have ever seen·
together; and are, apparantly perfectly suited for the vilest
work. They are, generaly speaking, the m~st hardy Mexicans, and the lowest desperado Americans, that New Mexico
can produce. And their real object in serving in this campaign is, unquestionably, plunder. 45
. The Indians are, generaly,-and I include those of both
nations, -small in their persons, diminutive in stature, with
slender, and almost attenuated limbs. Their features are of
the most repulsive nature: they have low foreheads, narrow
and retreating, heavily marked brows, and small ,sharp,
quick'' eyes; their noses are flat or much depressed, with
wide nostrils like the negro; they have yawning seprulchal
[sepulchral] mouths, with hideous projecting jaws
They are very long armed, narrow chested and bow
· legged, with unusualy small feet.
Their intellectual developements are of the lowest and
most limited, and perhaps of the meanest, character possible; as they are constantly exhibiting the most cowardly
ferocity, and lowest cunning at every favourable opportunity. They are extremely filthy in their persons, and dress;
the latter consisting of rags,-perhaps cast off soldier's
'
44. Maybe the girl he left behind in El Paso. See note 1 and 58.
45. Civiliari expeditions against Indians for plunder and cap~ives was a not uncommon p~actice in the mid-nineteenth century in New Mexico.
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clothing-with possibly a dirty garment or so, of buckskin:
or a blanket, of some coarse material, and breech clout serves
to cover their nakedness.
They are armed, mostly, with bows and Spears, but
their appearance, even in war costume, and painted, should
I Sl1ppose, be, by no means, calculated to strike terror, to
the soul of a coward.
Altogether, I was intensely disgusted and disappointed,
in this first view, of Indian character, as it is; for I think
that their appearance, is little calculated to inspire much
.of the poetry of Indian romance, dreamed, rather than
thought of, by the author of "Hiawatha." And from my own
· experiance, I am inclined to believe, that when the fancy is
given full scope, it lends to the imagination a softer picture
of Nature's sons, than the· reality of a closer acquaintance
warrants.
·I had just completed several letters when I received,
late in the evening, directions from Colonel Miles to publish,
to the various officers of his command an order for our
march, at day-light in the morning.
This order came originaly from the depot, and is, I
presume the offspring of some brilliant reverie, of that
acute, grey-headed child, "Bonne"May 21st
I

As I supposed :-we started at reveille· this morning, in hot
search of a sheep trail!!! Which Sheep trail is said to· be
somewhere in the vicinity, or leading out of, the "San·
Jacinto" mountains 46It was made by some sheep, it is
conjectured, which were stolen from a town called Secoro,
[Socorro] and distant from here about two hundred miles.
These sheep were stolen about six weeks ago, and the
"trail" which our column of three hundred and fifty men!!!!
are ordered to search for is reported by the guides to be two
weeks old!! The sheep were run off, by not ·more than half
46. Judging from the <jescription of the route of travel, the San Jacinto mountains
lie between Bear Creek and Mangas .Creek; to the north·, and roughly parallel to their
line of march, is the Black Range of today or the Mogollon of their day. The SanJacinto mountains of Lazelle's Journal are apparently the San Vicente on old maps
and as mentioned by Bonneville, note 33.
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a dozen Indians ; and all of the Indians in this section of the
count:r:y, it is well known qo not together number more than
three hundred fighting men, which are considered about
equal to one half that number, in strength, of good soldiersThis is so notorious, that this act is considered, to speak
of it in the mildest terms, as a supreme military blunder, and
quite enough to rid one, of great reliance upon our leader, or
chief commander, for success. But it is, we all feel, our duty
to obey, and not to question ..
But one can hardly prevent it with a pen in his hand,
and no witness save the silent paper. Beyond this, I am
.resolved to be quiet.
It would seem that Col. Bonneville, overcome and confounded by his own thoughts in his endeavors to satisfy the
desires of the Colonels, commanding the two Columns, in
forming some plan of a campaign, has, to save himself, taken
refuge in the wretched subterfuge, which this sheep trail has
offered him, as a chance for success- He has ordered both
columns in pursuit :-nearly eight hundred men-to do the
work of fifty.- He has caught at the straws of circumstances, floating upon the surface of events, to redeem a flaging reputation, ignominiously won in Mexico; or a notoriety,
unenviable, which he obtained in an endeavor at personal
agrandizement, when sent to fight the battles of his country,
among the Indians of the western frontier, years ago.
It is to be regreted, as a fault, and a serious one too, of
our servi<;:e, that age up to a certain grade, and,age alone,
'
gives rank: and rank of course, is power.
· Thus a head in its dotage, may be a fatal clog to a ~Teat
enterprize. It is indeed disheartening, too, that those actively
·engaged, and who are anxious to finish,-as could well be
done,-in a few weeks a campaign, which, under the control of such a man, would prove interminable, even with the
armies of Xerxes.
We have marched to-day only about 8 eight miles- We
started with twenty days provisions, and we all fee!' that the
slow movements of our long column of heavily laden pac::k
mules, are illy calculated for the object to be obtained.
"Everybody" is in a bad mood, and very unsociable. And
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feeling sensibly the truth of anothers, opinion of association
of ideas, I think that I had better put away this "index
error," of myself, for some future moments' employ.
Friday May 22nd
Marched at day-light this morning, without having been
joined by Lieuts' Whipple, and Steen, who,it wiil be remembered, were sent out some days ago with two day's provi~ions.
They were expected to return on the. night previous to our
departure; and orders were left for them to join us, immediately ori their ·arrival, with their detachments. I am
interested slightly, somewhat personally, in their comeing on ,
soon: as Steen is my mess mate, and happens to have with
him the greater part of my ~ooking utensils, and preserved
meats; to say nothing of the twenty days provisions for '!JS.
both, which I left for him to bring up, having with him, a
mule for that purpose-Should he not join us, I fear that
bacon and bread willl;>e my fare for the next two weeksYesterday at about two P.M. a portion of Col. 'Loring's
command passed through our camp on its way to the depot,
and I had the pleasure of meeting an old friend and classmate, Lieut. Smeed, 47 of the Artillery who is in charge of a
detachment of the same corps, from Fort Stanton-N.
Mexico.
Col Miles sent by this opportunity, a special message, to
Lieuts Whipple and Steen to join us immediately.
Although the message was sent; they have-not yet joined us;
and I am still alone in my mess, subsisting upon coffee, bread
and fried bacon, expecting every day to have an attack of the
scurvy.
We have marched about twenty two miles to-day and I
am very tired, and feel little like sitting up to write this record of nonsense: had I not commenced I believe it would be
47. Jolin Radcliff Smead, graduate of the United States Military Academy. Commissioned 2nd Lt., 2nd Artillery, July 1, 1854. Advanced to 1st Lt., March 3, 1857. Killed
at'the battle of Bull Run, August 30, 1862.
Abner Smead, graduate of the United States Military Academy; Bvt. 2nd Lt., 4th
Artillery, July 1, 1854. 2nd Lt., 1st Artillery, November 4, 1854. He served in the
Confederate army during the Civil War.
The "Smeed" referred ~ by Lazelle was probably Abner Smead because companies
F and I, 1st Artillery, were stationed in West Texas in 1856. Secretary of War, op, cit.,
pp. 52fl'.
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as well. For who will ever feel any interest in its; stupid,
egotistical pages, but myself? and I very little, should I ever
peruse' them again:- I can say and feel with Goethe, 48
"Happy is he who early discovers the gulf that lies between
. his aspirations and his,powers."
Some too, in reading, might form the opinion,' that "With his
every word, a reputation dies," 49 so personal and· uncharitable, have I been.
But I will be more generous(Though hear what follows.) I must if, however, I continue
as a scribe, note down what has been to me one of the most
painful acts of my life.
This was the placing in arrest, by Colonel Miles order,.
of Lieut Edson. This, for being drunk, while "Officer of the
Day," and so publicly did he exhibit it that Col. Miles noticed
his condition at a distance of a hundred yards- The aggravated nature of the offence and the fact, that this is one of a
number of times that he has been found intoxicated, while
actualy on duty, during the scout, will, I should but think,
be quite sufficient to dismiss him. I most sincerely hope not,
for he is noble fellow, and I will do all in my power to save
him.
May God forbid, that I should ever again drink to excess!
Thank Heaven for the influence, of one dear, true, and
esteemed friend, the dearest on earth, :who has thus far
restrained and saved me. Never have'!, before yesterday, felt
so powerfully the strength of my promise, and the power of
temptation, as when'urged by Smeed to join him in a social
drink. The day was warm, I was tired, dusty, and thirsty:
the mixture was cool and stimulating. I had not seen a boon
companion with whom I had had many a night's frolic, when
a Cadet, for years. What temptation could be stronger?
But I cared for another, and for my promise, more than

a

.

.

I

48.
49.

•

'

I cannot locate this quotation. '
"Hither the Heroes and the Nymphs resort,
To taste awhile the pleasures of a court;
In various talk th' instructive hours they past,
Who gave the ball, or.paid the visit last;
One speaks the glory of the British Queen,
And one' describes a charming Indian screen;
A third interprets motions, looks, and eyes:
At every word a reputation dies."
Alexander Pope, The Rape of The Lock, canto III, line 9.

.
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all this, and· I felt in my reply, that I had sufficient force left,
of moral courage, to refu~e for life. But it is late, and I will, ,
with Mr. Macawber, 50 wait until tomorrow for "something
to turn up" before I write moreSaturday May the 23rd
It has come, as most looked for, and definite period~ of time,
will, not differing in that respect, from the 'Ides of March,'
materialy- This day however, thougp not quite as fatal to
me as that to Ceasar [Caesar] yet, {t has been fruitless in the
accomplishment of any object. I speak of course, with reference to the Expedition, for at present, I have devoted my
whole mind to it. ( ?) ·
I think_ that we slightly resemble, the king of France,
who with twice ten thousand men, marched up a hill, and
then-marched down again
This is the en~ of the 3rd day, and as yet no one has the
remotest idea of the position or locality of "Old Bonne's"
Sheep trail, of which "some say" that we are in quest.
We have, today, traveled sixteen miles from the "San Jacinto
springs," 51 a our last place of encampment, to The Copper
Mines, so termed. The country passed through has indeed,
been beautiful. It is included between the San Jacinto Mountains, and the great Mogillon [Mogollon] range consisting of
a space of open land, or rather tract of country, of about
twenty five miles in width and seventy five long of a surface,
generally undulating; gently rising into hills, and sometimes
·almost mountains, then almost imperceptibly, sinking into
valleys, which are in thei;r turn so extended, as to appear,
while the eye ranges· pver them, like broad grassy plains,
50.

" . . . Mr. Micawber is a man of great talent, Master Copperfield."

uor great talent," repeated Mrs. Micawber. "My family are of opinion that, with
a little interest, something might be done for a man of his ability in the Custom
House. The influence of my family being local, it is their wish that Mr. Micawber
should go down to Plymouth. They think it indispensable that he should be upon the
spot,"
"That he may be ready?" I suggested.
uExactly," returned Mrs. Micawber. "That he may be ready, in case of anything
turning up." Charles Dickens, David Copperfield, p. 179f (New _Century Library).
51a. The San Jacinto spring is probably the well-known San Vicente spring where
present-day Silver· City is located.
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green and ~nviting. Clear lovely streams, of cold and pure,
mountain water, dance merrily along, following the windings and turning of wooded glades, which are filled with ~n
abundance of game inviting the hunter to the sport; while
the air is swelling with sounds of animal life of many
varieties o'f the feathered world.
It is indeed a fitting home for the Indian, and see~s· created for his special necessities,-could we imagine such an
event probable :-the most luxuriant growth of the forests
of mountain cypress, pines, live oak, walnut and birch trees,
furnishes his shelter,· and concealment from his enemies, as
well as a home for this abu!ldance of game which woulq sup-,
ply him with food.
A view of such a scene, is really refreshing, and recalled
to my mind many ascociations of pleasant and delightful
days, in old New England's hills, and beside the still waters
of her green pastures! have said that we were now encamped at the "Copper
Mines." A few hours since I returned from a visit to all of
its principle shafts, which were sunk here years ago by a
company of miners, but have now, long been abandoned, on
account of the troubles experienced from Indians.
I made also, a thorough examination of the furnaces;
and what remains of the houses and Soldier's quarters, 5 1 all
of which seem to have been long ago abandoned and are now
rapidly going to decayWere these mines in the "States," it is evident from the richness and abundance of the ore which is everywhere visible
on the surface, that from them, an inexhaustible supply of
copper and iron might be produced, which would be sufficient
for the civilized world. l found many and very rich specimens of native copper, sulpherets of copper and iron, spathic,
and br'own iron ores, "cinnabar" or sulpheret of mercury,
black lead, and sulpherets of silver; while the black sand
which in ·california, is so productive of gold, fills the beds of
all the streams and ravines. Andindeed the whole mass of
51. For a description of the Copper Mines as Lazelle saw them, read John Russell Bartlett, Personal Narrative, , . , I, 227ff.
The history of this famous mine is told in John M. Sully, "The Story of· the
·Santa Rita Copper Mine," Old Santa Fe, III, 133-149 ( 1916).
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these immense mountains, seem to be nothing but superincumbent, and superposed layers of sulphate of copper, covered by a thin cr.ust of alluvium, which supports a thrifty
vegetation of trees and shrubbery, while' all serve to conceal
the rich masses of mineral wealth beneath- In spite of
this, however, the rich veins frequently "crop out," and
almost make one wish that he had a pick and shovel-(with
somebody else to use them) the whole time- The-buildings
seem to have been arranged for mutual military defence, but,
. with the single exception of one large triangular one of very
thick adobe walls, and sides, with bastion angles, of about
one hundred and fifty feet in length, are· now entirely in
ruins. After fulfilling my intention of planting a pecan nut,
in a favourable place, (as I had formerly done on the Gila
river:-in the Mogillon mountains, and at Lake Gosman, 52 )
some sent me from Fort Bliss, by "some bodie," and gathering some very lovely, and to me new varieties of flowers, I
returned to Camp, much fatigued, but somewhat wiser.--possibly.
Sunday May 24th
This has always been one of my unlucky days, but I trust that
this, perchance is an exception: and thus far it has been;
still, something may yet "turn up" to annoy and trouble me.
"But sufficient for the day-is the evil thereof." 5 3
The weather.has been beautiful, and our march has been
through an interesting and lovely country, if possible, more
charming than that of yesterday. Our Camp, is, at present,
on the "Membres" river, about fifteen miles above what was
formerly old Fort Webster, 54 and a little more than that distance; from what was formerly our old depot: our camp of
yesterday is twenty miles distant.
Nothing of interest has occured to day, if I except the
52. Probably Lake Guzman in Mexico, on the road to Janos. The journal does not
indicate that the' expedition reached that far south, but Lazelle could have taken a
- side trip to the Lake.
53. Take therefore no thought for the morrow: for the morrow shall take thought
for' the things of itself. Sufficient unto the day is the evil thereo~. Matthew 6 :34.
54. "Fort Webster was situated about eight miles east-northeast of the Santa
Rita Copper Mines. _.... It was abandoned in 1853, and the troops removed to Fort
Thorn." Bender, op. cit., p. 267.
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item, that the arrest of Lieut. Edson was to day 'extended'
to the usual limits of Camp: poor d---1 when first arrested he
was literally confined to the limits of his blankets! while in
camp, for he had no tent. I have at last been able to reduce
this semibarbarous mode of life, to something of a system at
least with myself: and from my having succeeded so well in
this, I am compelled to believe ·that all things, in the moral,
· physical and intellectual, as well as the material world, may
' be placed in _orders, classified and systematized.
My daily llfe is this- I rise at an early hour, attend
,.. "reveille,"-eat a bad breakfast of bacon, bread and coffee,
and then march for the day..:..._ On arriving into camp, I fi~st
· seek a bath, if possible:- then I have a dinner, quite as des-titute of complication or display, as breakfast- Viz. bacon,
bread, with sometimes, when I can get it, a dish of antiscorbutics, in the shape of a green plant which goes by the
refreshing name of "Lamb's quarter."
After eating, of course I am compelled to sleep, even if
we are on the moment of serious events.
'
I read daily twenty pages: then follows "Guard mounting," which I, as Adjutant have to attend, and afterwards,if we are so fortunate, as to arrive in camp, from our march
of the day, in season for such a civilized luxury-Supper,
which, when it occurs, is a modification of the other two daily
meals :-coffee ;-then this delightful journal ;-then my
cold bed, for the nights are very severe. i am very illy provided with' provision1?: both they, and my cooking utensils;
. being with Lieut.
Steen, who has I fear, shared the same fate
.,
_as the Sheep trail, for which we have been looking, as neither
of them have been recently heard of.
To day, I was told by my cook, upon asking him if he
could get nothing for dinner but fried bacon, "If the Lieut.
wishes i: will boil him some!" This is indeed, my variety,
and upon receiving this answer, I immediately "subsided,"
but I could not but think of the famous fable of the rice and
mustard.
Mem. P. S. etc. -The 'Membres' is a delightful stream,
of the purest water, and its sands in the bottom sparkle bril\
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liantly from the great quantity of sulpheret of copper, which
the poor soldiers take for gold.·
· "Good night," (Lazelle), "and pleasa,nt drea,ms" to
youMonday May 25th-I am heartily sick of this cursed cavalry company, of Edsons,
and the command of it, is, to me, not only annoying, but
exceedingly embarrassing: and more especially should it be
so, when the delicacy of my position in it is .considered.
He as the legitimate commander, being compelled to
march in rear of it, without a word of authority, while I,
much his junior in rank, and belonging to another and totally
different arm of the service, give orders to it and for its government in his immediate presence, and which he, himself
is obliged to obey.
I would not have the continuous command of a re-giment
under such circumstances. Beside all this, it doubles my
daily duties, which are, already, quite enough to say nothing
of the continuous, 'side scouting,' so to term it, which is at
present the peculiar duty of cavalry.
Heaven only knows how long it is to continue- Perhaps
during the Scout-- I have indeed quite a novel occurence to
relate, as having occured to relieve the monotony of our long
march of twenty two miles to-day. My detachment of cavalry, or, rather that of Edson's which I command, composed
the rearguard: and after riding very complacently and comfortably along, for about one and a half hours, I saw coming
at a full gallop, towards me from the head of the column (as
James says,). "a solitary horseman." I thought to myself
that he rode "like unto Jehu the son of Nimshi: for he rode
furiously." 55
When near enough to be heard he yelled out almost
frantically, "The Indians are right ahead of the column Sir!" .
This was indeed thrilling news, and threw my naturally
excitable nerves into such a state of commotion, that I might
fairly assert that my brains soon began to boil.
55. -And the watchman told, saying, He. came. even unto them, and cometh not
again: and the driving is like the driving of Jehu the son of Nim-ahi; for he driveth
furiously. II Kings 9 :20
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But before they were completely cooked, I sent back a
non-commissioned officer and a few men to bring up a aisabled mule lagging behind, I closed the company up upon
the others, at a hard gallop, and pushing on the pack train
in this manner to the rearmost Infantry Company,-! wiped
from my brow the drops of horrible perspiration, and drawing my sabre, prepared to shed (for my country?)' a few
drops of maiden blood1 tried to be cool, and perhaps outwardly was so.' At
least so I thought; I "formed twos" with the company, and
cursed the men for not doing it properly to satisfy myself
that I was deliberate; but as it was on the approach of my
first battle (as I supposed) it was vanity, and in fact, "no
go."
I had so fixed the belief in my mind, that should the
Indians permit themselves to be seen, it would be in large
nurribers, and prepared to dispute our progress, that I was
· now satisfied of our proximity to a severe fight.
All was excitement and confusion, so far as I could see,
up the column ;-skirmishers out :-the commander galloping about and ba'\yling for a bugler ;-men running;-and
"Greasers" shouting in Spanish to the d----ed mules which I
had to .stay with, and protect. Directly all was hushed. As
silent as the grave at the head of the column, and this quiet
feeling of mortifying disgust, gradually extended down
through it to myself: as each in succession learned, that the
cause of our alarm was a party of friendly "Navajos,"
belonging to Colonel Loring's advance guard.----·
And still worse than this.-This small band of fifteen
Indians, had, in company with a few of the Guides of his column, on the day previous, met and defeated, the whole party
of the famous Sheep thieves, which "old Bonneville" had in
his wisdom, sent two columns of eight hundred men against!
All of thE( party with two exceptions w~re either killed or
taken prisoners, we were told, and Col. Loring had, they said,
gotten nearly all of the Sheep-about four hundred.
·
I went into their Camp, and 'remained as long as the
short halt and slow marching of the rear guard would allow
and at the same time permit me to overtake it. I found them
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as all Indians are, "Hiawatha~' not excepted, dirty, lazy and
disgusting, and when seeh as they really are, utterly divested
of any romance in their character- I will not mention that
the country has been beautifully monotonous to-day; (that
traveled over) that we are encamped in a canon, the position
of which is utterly unknown to our intelligent guides; and
that we are still in quest of the other half of the Sheep trail,
which Col. Loring's Column is not· supposed to have found.
Tuesday May 26th
We continued our march this morning up the unknown canon,
upon a broad path, or trail, which has been much used by
India:ps: after pursuing it for two hours we discovered that
it divided, one portion leading to the right and the other to
· the left, ofour direction. These paths seemed the horns of a '
dilemna: but like a true philosopher, when two evils are presented for his choice, our brilliant commander took neither
of the aforesaid horns, notwithstanding that one of them,
was that over which, a portion of the Sheep seemed to have
been driven but about one week previously-: and that on
it an Indian camp (abandoned) was discovered.
·
However I suppose that he thought, that one bird iri the
bush, was worth two in the hand, when he came to this
conclusion.
So we followed up the Cafion along a pretty Stream of water
which flowed in our direction, and which we were obliged to
continually cross, and recross in order to advance at all. At
last, at a distance of about four miles from the diverting
.paths, we came to a dead stop, as it was impossible, to travel
further.
In advancing through the cafion, we had observed it
narrowing, and the sides becoming more abrupt, and precipitious, until at this point they completely enclosed us, leaving
barely room for the little stream to crowd its way through
the rocky walls which rose to a great height.
While the Guides groped along, to ascertain the nature of the
pass, if such existed, I ascended one of the very high mountains near us, which gave a view of a wide range of country;
and a bl~ak prospect it was, indeed. As far as the limit of
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vision, arose one'continuous succession, of apparantly impassible mountains, with bare, blackened, and smoking sides;
while the cafion of the little stremn beneath me pursued its
tortuous way for miles between them, an almost endless
chasm.
No grass was anywhere visible, with the exception of occas, ional spots of it where it appeared upon the mountain tops,
which had not been reached by this universal fire. I saw the
lazy guides far below me, sitting upon the rocks, by the
water's edge, concealed from the view of all else, and staring
vacantly around. I watched them for some time and with
· interest, carefully concealing myself from their view. There ·
they sat, indifferent to everything, seemingly bent upon consuming a proper portion of time,· and then returning to
report, upon the feasability of the pass.
I completed my examination of the country, and got down
the mountain just in season to hear them report to Colonel
Miles that the pass was very practicable!
They rriade this statement as a random guess, for. not
one of the rascals had examined the ravine for more than a
quarter of a mile, and they were all totally ignorant of the
country.' . After listening with the most commendable
patience until they were all through, I told them that they
were a "nucleus of liars"; and then informed our Buonaparte
of their proceedings. He immediately "countermarched"
and after traveling about two miles he despatched me with
six men, to find, if possible, a camp, with water and grass:
a matter of no small difficulty, as the country has within a
week been completely burned over with the exception of some
obscure spots, and many parts of it are still smoking. As it
happened, I had, this morning while the column was in
motion, left it, and the cafion in which we were wandering,
to pursue a narrow ravine, leading off at right angles to our
direction, and had in a half hour's gallop stumbled upon a
fine plat of unburned ground, high up in' the mountains,
where they had extended into a sort of table land. To this
point. I pushed forward and was fortunate enough to discover near it a small but clear stream, of pure water. I
immediately sent back word to this effect, and in -a few hours
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had the satisfaction of seeing our whole column, in a comfortable camp, and all, seemingly contented and enjoying
themselves. I was rewarded by "some body," wh'o named the·
stream "Lazelle's Creek," of which fact, I trust that poster~
ity, and future historians will please make a note 56- We
have been abou:t twelve miles to-day.
May 27th
We started this morning at an early hour, little dreaming of
the terrible journey before us.
The commanding officer had resolved, rather than
retrace his steps farther, to pursue the "Sheep Trail" from
its point of division mentioned yesterday, to its termination,
if necessary, let it lead where it would, even at the risk ~f the'
animals perishing.
And the only thing to be regreted, is, that he has not done
this before. The morning was a fine one and the whole command was in excellent spirits : · some of the men too much
so; as at every short halt, caused by a search for -the trail, as
it became obscure, under the smoking and blackened wood,
they could be heard deridingly imitating the bleating of
Sheep; and one of them was seen to draw his butcher knife
and sing out "Bring on your mutton!" Of course this was
soon stopped and we ploded along more quietlyThis attempt at discipline was however quite unnecessary,
as the steep rocks, high rugged mountain's, and deep, rough,
and narrow canons, over and through which, our route lay,
soon took from us all thougl,tt except of the fatigue. The heat
soon 'became intense and the air as still, and deadly oppressive as that of a burning desert. Although we frequently
crossed valleys, and gorges of such profound depth, that it
seemed even the vertical rays of a noon-day's sun· could
scarcely pe~etrate them, yet our general course, during the
first part of the day was-(that tradition, and his political
opponents, say, that General Pierce gave the small infant,)
a-scent. 5 7
56. I'm afraid that future historians failed to "make a note."
57. Probably a reference to Franklin Pierce who served as a Brigadier General
under Scott in the War with Mexico and later became President of the United States.
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The great altitude and the reflection of heat from the
barren rocks, soon affected my eyes to such a degree that I
found it almost impossible to keep them open and the suffering from them, was only partially relieved for the day by one
of the officers h~;tving forced upon me a pair of eye shades
which he took from his own eyes and obliged me to use.
Our slow and painful progress continued, sometimes
upon what seemed to be faint traces of a quite old Indian
trail, and at other times this was entirely lost sight of, and
we clambered as best we could up the continuous ascent over
rocks, rubbish, and trunks of half burnt trees, and blackened
heaps of cinders, which nearly suffocated with their dustSometimes passing for miles over and between immense
masses of huge boulders, which had detached themselves
from the heights, and now, feebly lay, attempting, apparantly, like the mountains above us, to debar our further
progress. And in following the sinuous, serpentine course
we frequently ascended and descended the sides of mountains by steep, zig-zag paths, so narrow, and upon such
treacherous soil that it seemed but bravado, to follow them.
Late in the afternoon, after climbing a very high mountain,
we saw from its summit, a broad plain spread before us, a
portion of :which had not been burned. It was certainly a
very gratifying sight, as we felt that our days march was
drawing to a close.
After arriving within a few miles of it our guides said
that -they recognized the country, and that over the next
mountain, in the valley beyond, we should find water, and
probably grass which was not burned. I could not say that
I was sorry, at this piece of news, asJ had no canteen, had
neglected to fill my "boata" [bote, a ·jar] with water in the
morning, and had had none during the day, except a little
from the rocks which I was fortunate enough to discover.
At about 6% P.M. we finally came to a deep canon containing fine water and grass, after having been on the march
elev~n hours, and traveled at least twenty six miles over such
a country as I never wish to see again, either f~r the sake of
romance, or curiosity, as I dislike to think Nature so
uncomely, and improvident. Now as I am too much fatigued
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to write this journal "to-night," I shall Pl1t it off until "tomorrow" which is,
Thursday, and May 28th'
Upon an examination of our animals after arriving in Camp
last night, we found that it would be impossible to proceed
to2day. Many of the mules' backs are almost literally skined,
and in some few places stripped of their flesh, while others,
have immense bleeding bruises and raw places upon their
sides, three, four, and five inches in diameter. But few, of
them are sound, and able to go on: our horses are completely
jaded out, and one extra horse of mine, I this morning ascertained, was left behind yesterday, as he became exhausted,
and unable to go on. And the stupid fellow whom I had
allowed to ride him, left with him a fine saddle, bridle, etc.
We ourselves are, some of us in sad plights, with great
fatigue, bad food and terribly ·sun burnt faces:- to say
nothing of the fact that we have, all of us, abandoned even
hope itself, as regards present prospects of success.
After a careful inspection of my face in a glass, two, by
one and a half inches, this morning, I <;arne .to the conclusion
that my appearance was not so "gross" as I have been con-·
58 The nights continue cold and
sidered by Mrs L
uncomfortable it being impossible for me to be warm in any
way that I can arrange my scanty bedding: ·water freezes
every night to the depth of more than 'a fourth of an inch. ·
I have amused my('lelf to-day by reading, hunting, and in
the difficult matter of endeavoring to ascertain from our
guides, something relative to ·our position., They "reccon"
(but "quien sabe") that we are in. the Mogillon Mountains.
To the South of us, and distant about fifteen miles, is the
·South Eastern portion of the "San Jacinto" mountains. To
/the North West, and. running, South East, East, and South,
distant about ten miles to the nearest point, is the great ridge,
or comb, of the Mogillon Mountains, about, eight miles broad,
and one hundred and twenty long.
·
A portion of high spurs of mountains running from this, was
'.

58.

See notes 1 and 44.
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crossed by us yesterday, and to-day we have been encamped
in a narrow gorge to the South East of them
Our guides to qay, while exploring the country, found.
- a "fresh trail" of fifteen Indians leading in the direction of
the "Chikicouwa" [Chiricahua] Mountains, 59 and I suppose
tha·t a detachment will be sent to pursue it at least as far as
the "San Jacinto" Mountains about forty miles. I· wish I
could go, for I am sick of this "Mutton track." However we.
will "Boast not of the morrow," for we have all seen that
"Sutficient for the day, is the evil thereof."
May 29th
,
At 6% we were on the march, all following the monotonous
sheep track- After traveling a few miles, we came to a
point where Col. Loring's Column first struck the trail; we
having thus followed it, from 'the place of his fight, to the
point where his pursuit commenced. But not over the same'
route however. From this we concluded that the route taken·
by u~ on wednesday, was the trail first made by the Sheep,
when the Indians crossed the mountains. with them above
Fort Craig; that their intention was, to take them. to the
·"Burro" Mountains, but finding this route a dangerous one
to their own welfare, when they arrived in the vicinity of the
"Depot," they turned and sought safety by recrossing the
"Mog:lllon'' Mountains, to the "Membres" river, near which,
a large portion ofthe party, were overtaken and stripped of
thei'r plunder as before stated.
·
Upon arriving at this point of the trail, this morning, a cavalry company was despatched to follow it, and ascertain if
this great "Sheep trail" divided: if not, we concluded that
Col. Loring had overtaken and recoyered them all: if it did,
divide, it was our intention to follow that portion of it which
he had not. And until the return of this company thus des:patched, we encamped at the first water which we found, a
small spring, a few miles from the San "Jacinto" .river.
At 3 P.M., this detachment returned, with the information,
that the •s'tock' had not been se_perated by the Indians in
59: Chiricahua mountains are located in southeastern
north to south, slightly east of 'south.

Arizon~,

ranging from
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their flight, so I presume that we will soon start for the
Depot on the Gila river, which it is conjectured, is about
twenty five miles distant. If we do, with the grace of Heaven,
I will not ,write the words, "Sheep," or "Mutton," again in
this journal:- for should it be read by another, I fancy that
they would think me a little deranged upon the subject.
While hunting this morning, in crossing a canon, about two
miles from camp, I killed a large rattle snake, nearly five
·- feet long, which I had been near stepping on before observing it. The day .has been very hot, and oppressive and tl).e
little 'boundless contiguity of shade,' here affords but little
protection from the sun's scorching raysSaturday May 30th_
Passing down this beautiful stream at so early an hour this
morning, that had we any ordinary climate, such as we have
generally seen given to man for his purposes, dew would
have been upon the grass, we entered a narrow gorge, or
caiion, in the centre of which ran the brook. Here for a distance of four or five miles, was the most enchanting sight
that I have ev;er beheld: it indeed beggars all description
from a fancy and pen like mine. It was one of Nature's most
exclusive views,. of wondrous beauty, of which she is so
jealously frugal. Occasionally, they are seen in the wildest
and most lavish landscapes: but perhaps more frequently
upon the resistless moving element of the great ocean
- - - --"When grandeur, strength and beauty, are
combined;
"Where sublimest powers of mighty, boundless creation,
\
have together rolled
"In their huge strength, such aweful works, as now
transfix the soul!" so
On either side, there rose to a dizzy height of several
hundred feet, huge walls of solid sandstone, which ·by the
frequent and terrible rains, had been washed into the most
fantastic forms conceivable:- sometimes were seen, vast ·
_petached portions, standing far out from all else, which
60. These lines may be an original composition by Lazelle. I cannot identify them
otherwise.
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under the influence of frost and water, had been again split,
and broken into spires, or solid masses, resembling the ruins
of ancient temples of mysterious age, which only wanted the
mythical "ivy green," entwining around their crumbling
columns, to complete a picture, not drawn from fancy, of
monuments of bygone splendor, and to associate them with
all that is wonderful of Egyptian greatness, or mournful of
Rome's departed beauty. Other parts again, seemed to have
assembled
themselves into the most
grotesque groups of
I
.
gigantic statuary. Some of these figures were ~legant and
graceful girls, and youths; others bold warriors and decrepid
old men: 1 while occasionally could be seen the hideous and
mocking forms, of demons and imps who seemed to grin
horribly at the living, thus passing through their silent
tombs. Every thing seemed to want but the element Life, to
rescue from eternal oblivion a long forgotten city.
The valley which in some places was several miles in width,
was filled with the most luxuriant vegetation which rivalled
the magnificient lavishness of Eastern gardens, or the wild
and gorgeous beauty of Brazillian forests. The whole scene
is beyond. my description and almost without a comparison.
Upon ascending, by a narrow winding path, a hill, which
completely overlooked the valley, there was presented a picture of most enchanting loveliness: the whole like what one
might imagine to be resurrection of some splendid capital of
long gone centuries with its ruined temples, its massive
domes, its towering columns and spires, and,its vast amphitheatres, all mouldering vestiges of a luxurious era--,__-·x But why should I be dull, just because the
weather 'is? So passing over this I will only speak, of the
remainder _of our uninteresting route to the Depot, over.
burning plains and tedious hills and mountains. Upon arriving at about one P.M. in sight of the Gila river, we followed
its sinuosities in its tortuous coarse down, and finaly
encamped, within two miles of the fatherly protection of the
master spirit of our movements, wlw about this hour was
wrapped in a blanket and comfortably asleep, as was proven
by a visit paid immediately to the Depot by Colonel Miles,
the Doctor, and myself.
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I was soon sent back to Camp by him, with instructions
to have it broken up and removed to our old camping spot
"Camp Union," which is across the river, and 'about a mile
below the Depot. It was almost night ere this was accomplished. But for my labour of to-day, I have- in pleasant
anticipation, the prospect of sound slumbers, and an "!J.ndisturbed "moral element-"
Sunday May 31st
Visited the Depot to-day and called upon the officers generally:- found them not differing materially from human
nature, and the human species. In a short time after my
arrival the advanced guard of Colonel Loring came in,_and
finally the whole of his colum~, bringing with them, about
four hundred of the recovered sheep, and nine Indian prisoners, all women and children who-did differ from any thing
human that I had ever before seen.
There were five women, and four children. The oldest
of the women was about seventy, and the most hideous,
deformed, and wretchedly filthy object, 'that Nature could
exhibit. The next in age, was. the former wife, or squaw, of
"Chucaro Negra," 61 who was one of the most. noted and
desperate of the Apache chiefs, and who was killed in the
fight when the sheep were captured. The other three women
were ugly, course, filthy and fat. The children were, with
one exception, of the same type: this was a very pretty boy,
of about five years of age, with an intelligent face, and
bright sparkling eyes, who interested me so much, that I
should like to get him, and as "Miss Betsy Trotwood," 62 did
to little "Davy," "wash him," and bring him with me to the
"States" as a servant.
61. Cuchillo Negra was killed in the fight with the northern column under Col.
Loring in the canon de los Muertos Cameros. Ogle, op. cit., p. 346. Ogle gives the date
of July for the battle which doeS not agree with other accounp.. See introduction,
note 10.
62. "What shall you do with him," said Mr. Dick feebly, scratching his head. ·
"Oh ! do with him?"
"Yes," said my aunt, with a grave look, and her forefinger held up. "Come! I
want some very sound advice.''
,
uWhy, if I was you," said Mr. Dick, .considering, and looking vacantly at me, "I
shoul-" The contemplation of me seemed to inspire him with a sudden idea, and he
added briskly, "I should wash him." Charles Dickens, David Copperfield, p. 203 (New
Century Library)
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, It is now quite evident, that, had it not been for the
Indians, who were attached to the command of Colonel
Loring, and who were scattered far ahead of his column,
about twenty five miles, the sheep would not have [been]
captured-·
These Indians, upon having spied out ·the thieves in a
canon, as they were quietly enjoying themselves, silently left
them, and returned with the information to Colonel Loring,
who immediately sent on with them, his Company of "Guides
and Spies." (who are an enlisted band of Mexicans, and desperate Americans) These fellows, eager for the fight and.
still more desirous of the plunder, pushed on so rapidly as
'to have jaded their horses completely out, -by the time that
they had reached the Indian camp·: in consequence of this,
eight. of. the party were able to escape, t_aking with them
about three hundred sheep.
Nearly that number were picked up on their trail, by the
troops who pursued, which had straggled out, and all of
them that could be killed by the Inqians in their :flight had
been. Thus is our most valliant commander partially satisfied. But I fear ·that his blood thirsty soul will never be
quite contented, until he feasts his greedy eyes upon the
scalps of all beings, who are unfortunate .enough to have
in their vein~ Indian blood. · Oh! what an ambitious and terrible man!

June 1st
Lieutenants Whipple and Steen have not· yet arrived.
They have been absent in the "Moguillon Mountains" nearly ·
thirteen days .. Capt Ewel1, 63 with his three Companies. of
Dragoons, has not as yet come in to the Depot, and has not
been heard from. His arrival is quite problematical,· as it
was optional with him whether to come in here or not.
Major Sheppard will, it is said, temporarily relieve Lieut.·
Davis, who is on duty with the permanent. party at the
63. Richard Stoddert Ewell, born in Virginia, graduate of the United States Military Academy, commissioned Bvt. 2nd Lt., 1 Dragoons, July, 1840. He served in the
War with Mexico, receiv~d the rank of Captain on August 4, 1849, and was a Lt. Gen- ·
era) in the Confederate army. He died January 25, 1872.
'
Ewell received special mention for significant service in the fight with the Apaches
which took place during this campaign. Secretary of War, op. cit., p. 56.
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Depot, for him to take the recovered sheep. in to Fort Thorn,
whence he will return here.
- It is now the general opinion that there is to be at this
point a permanent Post, and it .is by many of the officers,
considered desirable to be stationed here-May the fates
not disappoint them, to favour me, say I!
Tuesday, June 2nd
I remained .in Camp all day yesterday, lazily lolling about,
like· a gorged anaconda; occasionally stupidly musing "On
the beauties of June," Which, Heaven. knows, are "very
scarce, and hard to get" here.
But to day, I have been quite busy ;-preparing official
reports, "Field Returns," and mail matter- Besides, we
moved Camp·to-day, to a point one mile below, on the river.
And the bother of packing and unpacking, with other
accessary tro[u]bles usual in such removals, have· really
made me feel quite active.
The present orders are, for our Column to remain here
in the vicinity of the Depot, until the lOth Inst. when all
of the troops, start with thirty days rations ·per man, for
the "Coyotero" country, 64 which is supposed to be about
one hundred and fifty miles distant. After that we shall,
most probably, make a finishing scout of the "Chiricowa
Mountains," on our way to Fort Thorn home. At least, this
is the general supposition. Every person is tired of it. For
it has ceased to be a novelty. Among others, our worthy
friend and chieftain,. Bonneville, begins to betray signs of~
weariness and disgust. He is intensely disappointed that
. the Indians have left this section of the country; (which
they have evidently done as far as the "Rio Grande.") and
that "Mangus Colorado," the head chief of the Apache tribe,
has sued for peace, through the Indian agent at Fort Thorn,
as he says, that he cannot fight.
He has also been informed by our Indian prisoners,
that this chieftain, with his own, and the other principle
bands of the Apache Nation, are at a Mexican town called
· 64.
op. cit.

For a description of the Coyotero, who lived west of the Gila river, see Ogle,

t·
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"Hanes," which is situated just over the boundary line; in
Mexican territory. There they are receiving support and
shelter, he is informed, from the Mexican population. All
this, is certainly well calculated to discourage, dishearten,
and to destroy the ambition of a feeble minded old man, who
has staked his present, and his hope of a future reputation
upon the success of this Expedition.
On the . return of Lieutenants Whipple and Steen, with
their command~ recruited, by the lOth Inst :-both columns,
-Col's Loring's, and Mile's, will, with Col. Bonneville at
the head, start for the Coyotero Country! ·Hurrah! for that
·is. the order.- We have now a chance of success.
Wednesday-June3rdThursday, Friday aJ!.d Saturday, June the 6th, and if for
the last few days I have not been outstripping the "seven
sleepers" 65 it is still 1857. If any thing, can, more than
another, ·intensify, and render still more disagreeably unpleasant, the affairs and ascociations of t:his expedition, it
· is lieing idle and unoccupied in Camp, as we have done for
the past week, and are likely to do for some days, yet. It is
unnecessarily prolonging a season of labour, to an unusual
and useless length. And that too, to be passed in irritating
and chaffing inactivity. The cause of our detention here at
this time is this. By a most culpable but characteristic over~
sight, Col..Bonneville has neglected to place at the Depot, or,
to make any provision for having them placed there, either
pack muies for transportation, or horses, for the cavalry.
As the former, are our only means of conveying· our
transportation, the consequence is, that at the en.d of every
scout which-is made, although it may not be for a longer
time than fifteen days, the troops _are obliged to remain
inactive, for perhaps nearly an equal period, for injured,
or partially unservicable animals to recruit. And as almost
65. "In early Christian legend, seven noble youths of Ephesus, in the time of the
Decian persecution, who, having fled to a cavern and being pursued and walled in, fell
into a sleep from which they were not awakened until after nearly 200 years in the
reign of the Emperor Theodosius II (A. D. 408-450). A similar story is told in the
Koran, the dog AI Rakin being said to have guarded the sleepers." Webster's New
International Dictionary, 2nd ed., unabridged. The legend is discussed at length in
Edward Gibbon, History of Rome, V, 359ff (New York, Fred de Fau & Company, 1907).
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all of them become more or less so, even in a scout of that
length, of course all operations are temporarily suspended.
·The various companies of Cavalry, have become crippled,
and almost useless, (except as Infantry) by having lost and
injured, by long marches, many of their horses. In one
company alone, of Col. Loring's Column, no less than six '
gave out, and were obliged to be shot, in a single days march,
while the troops were in the mountains.
As in these pages, I have said much to the prejudice of
Col. Bonnevill, it may not be irrelevant, that I should state
some of my causes of complaint. But I do this critically
and without personal feeling. It is true I am questioning the
actions of an officer much my !'!Uperior in rank, but let it,
be remembered, that while all may correctly criticize, but
few could properly execute.
· ·
In a campaign of this nature, if one has had the'hardihood to risk their reputation upon planning and successfully
executing it; there are three important points to be gained,
and which must never be lost sight of, for one .instant. viz_.
Despatch in organization and arrangements.- Secresy.And Celerity of movement-- And the questions How, and
by what means _should these ends be attained, so as best
to gain the greatest success; are collateral considerations,
a proper attention to which, with the necessary force of .
armament cannot cause a failure, even should it not secure
the complete attainment of the object sought.
Proceeding first to secresy- So inflated did .this man
seem with the idea of this expedition, while Department
Commander, which may or may not have originated with
his fancy, that like the frog in the fable, 66 he soon burst
from the overcharge, -scattering the brilliant conception
over the territory in the shape of a proclamation, beginning
with the celebrated words, in worthy imitation, to a certain
degree, of a nobler document. "It becomes· necessary to
chastise the Indians." Thus heralding the intended campaign months before it commenced. It became notorious;
66. The frog in the fable in describing the· huge size of the ox that had trampled
on them, concluded : " 'Indeed, mother, bp.t it was ; and if you were to burst yourself,
you would never reach half its size.' Provoked at such a disparagement of her powers,
the old Frog made one more trial, and· burst herself indeed." Aesop's Fables, no. 29.
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was the common talk of the common people, and even iri
the mouths of "babes and sucklings;" The' various tribes
of Indians against whom it stated that the expedition was
to be directed, were perfectly informed of it, and the results
of. our marches over their country has fully demonstrated,
that they took such advantage of it as Nature, and an intimate knowledge of their mountain homes ·seemed to dictate,
as fully bear witness the whole country blackened by fire
and deserted by whole tribes, leaving but a few light-footed
warriors to provide for their decrepid old men and women,
in their almost' inaccessable mountains.
The great length of time, a period of several months,
elapsing between the publication, of this public opportunity
'of escape, thus afforded the tribes against whom the enterprise was directed, and the beginning of . its execution,
betrays a want of Despatch, which must be greatly culpable.
All of the operations in concentrating troops and supplies,
but more particularly the latter, were slow, cumbrous and
bungling. And this military chief seemed to lose sight entirely of future movements of troops, in the indulgence of a
gastronomical propensity to collect an immense abundance
of provisions. ,This was excessive. And months were ·occu- pied in concentrating at the Gila river Depot,· long before
they were needed, the most enormous supplies of stores entirely to the exclusion of pack-animals, for their transportation, for the· troops who were to go into the field. And, for
this same reason too, the want of animals for transportation,
was a great failure made' by neglecting entirely, attention
to the rapidity of movements of troops, which is so important an element of success in field service, of this nature,
where operations are those of pursuit: Our cavalry was, at
times completely broken up by the losses of animals which
it sustained. And there were none to replace them. Small
parties of Indians, (and they are never large) well mounted
as they were, could not be pursued successfully for this
reason. In fact we were reduced by, two weeks active, and
actual service, to a poor pitiful set, of straggling wretches, .
ineffective and useless, unless the Indians had attemped
to attack us, which of course was not very probable. And
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even after such a period of fifteen days labour, our return
to active operations was a question of time, depending
· entirely upon the state of health of our pack-animals, the
condition of their backs etc., as there were none to replace,
the unserviceable animals.
· ·
Thus as we were tr[a]iling over a portion of country, by
tedious marches and slowly moving columns, the Indians (if
there were any,) stepped aside, allowed us to pass quietly
and then did as they pleased, as before.
'
It inust be that in scouting over a country of the nature
of this, possessing so many facilities for the security of
the Indian, and presenting so many natural obstacles to
its examination by his enemies, that delays of the duration
of ours either for recruiting, or other purposes would be
necessarily destructive. It is like bailing a sinking ship
without stopping its leaks. With Goethe we may say,
"Happy is he, who early discovers the gulf that lies between
his aspirations, and his powers." It is true that the expedition has beeh partially successful.- · A number of stolen
Sheep have been recovered, and possibly a moral effect has
been created: but more probable that contempt, has, ere
this, taken its place in the minds of Indians.
·
Our chieftain ( ?) is now at a full stop, .but his pause is
the blindness of ignorance, and not the quiet deliberation
of wisdom.
And if eventually, we are successful in this new territory where our coming has not been heralded, it will be
the success of chance, not of intention and design.
Indeed, it seems that investigations of this problem,
as far as developed, may be thus stated. (By the permission
of "Bartletts' analytical Mechanicks")Let F = the force = $500000.00 and 800 men
Let P = the path passed over by the point of application of the force =
1200 miles
Let Q = the quantity of effective work performed = the recovery of 500
Sheep and 10 Indians
And we thus have the equation Q = F xP.
or
500 Sheep and 10 Indians = 800 men moving 1200 miles at the expense
of $500000.
To discuss this equation. Q= F X P. It is evident that Q is dependant
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for its value upon F, and P; now assuming F, as a constant quantity, and the value of P, the path, as limited, it is evident that Q
will, (if time be considered,) be dependant upon the ,rapidity of
motion, of the force F.
Let D =the whole distance which has been, or is to be, marched over.
Let T = the whole time, occupied in the field by the troops.
Let M = the whole number of miles traveled per dayAnd we have the equation. D = T X M or T = D/M. Now in this last
equation assuming D. as a constant quantity T. will depend for its
value upon M, alone, and as we. decrease M. T. will increase: or
.making, in the equation, T = DIM, M = 0 we have · T =
D/0 = 0-0. and Q, as a result, is 0. Now this must have been
Bonneville's discussion. He considered that as the time was infinite, it made no differance how'slowly we moved, or what was the
value of M. But enough of this.

Sunday June 7th and 8th 9th and lOth etc. until the
morning of what it now is, June the 13th we were occupied
in preparing for the great Scout of thirty days to the
"Coyotero Country." Nothing worth noting has transpired
with me, and now we start. Even while I write some of the
troops are in motion. To day I shall commence my journal
in rhyme, so "adios" to plain statements.
END OF PART FIRST

